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Part1: SER stability



SER stability

This is plot, provided by @sanfilippo





Conclusions: 
There are several “jumps”, that should be understood and fixed. 
There is small constant slope: temperature instability? 



Part2.1(run 537): S2 non-uniformity

























Part2.2 (run 542): S2 non-uniformity















Part2.3 (run 544): S2 non-uniformity















Part2.4 (run_534 bkg): S2 non-uniformity





Part2 conclusions (for Am source):
1) S2 is stable in time
2) S2 spectrum is Gaussian for central events
3) S2 2-3 times bigger for edges-corners
4) For edges-corners drift time spectrum is non-uniform -> hint to E_drift non-

uniformity 



Part3: S1 resolution problem



Fano_real ~ 5-6
Fano_expected ~ 1





























Process data for runs 548 and 550 where there was lower overvoltage on SiPMs.



Very preliminary result from runs in Naples (singal phase, Am241, SiPM_OV = 7V, active top and bottom)



add cuts to exclude bkg







Thanks to Marco Rescigno and 
A.Razeto for this plot













The most fragile part??? 



Part3 conclusions:
1) Expected Am_S1_Fano ~ 1, but real is ~5-6 at 7VOV. Fano increase from 1 to 2 

because x-talk and from 2 to 5-6 because of positive correlation between 
channels.

2) Effect can’t be explained by channel-channel x-talk, because the same 
resolution if we switch off top or bottom matrix.

3) My personal opinion about this problem: 
3.1) correlated noise 
3.2) wide distribution of detected photons with Fano > 1, because of some 

non-uniformity
3.3) my simulation is wrong or model too simply to reproduce effect of 

positive correlation
3.4) WE NEED FULL MC WITH OPTICAL PHOTONS







Conclusions:
Part1: SER stability

1) There are several “jumps”, that should be understood and fixed.
2) There is small constant slope: temperature instability?

Part2: S2 non-uniformity

1) S2 is stable in time
2) S2 spectrum is Gaussian for central events
3) S2 2-3 times bigger for edges-corners
4) For edges-corners drift time spectrum is non-uniform -> hint to E_drift non-uniformity 

Part3: S1 resolution problem

1) Am_S1_Fano for each individual channel is in good agreement with Fano, extracted from Vinogradov’s

theory. Expected Am_S1_Fano ~ 1, but real is ~5-6 at 7VOV. Fano increase from 1 to 2 because x-talk and from 2 to 5-6 because 
of positive correlation between channels.

2) Effect can’t be explained by channel-channel x-talk, because the same resolution if we switch off top or bottom 
matrix.

3) My personal opinion about this problem: 
3.1) correlated noise 
3.2) wide distribution of detected photons with Fano > 1, because of some non-uniformity
3.3) my simulation is wrong or model too simply to reproduce effect of positive correlation
3.4) WE NEED FULL MC WITH OPTICAL PHOTONS


